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Π01 CLASSES AND STRONG DEGREE SPECTRA OF
RELATIONS
JOHN CHISHOLM, JENNIFER CHUBB, VALENTINA S. HARIZANOV,
DENIS R. HIRSCHFELDT, CARL G. JOCKUSCH, JR., TIMOTHY
MCNICHOLL, AND SARAH PINGREY
Abstract. We study the weak truth-table and truth-table de-
grees of the images of subsets of computable structures under iso-
morphisms between computable structures. In particular, we show
that there is a low c.e. set that is not weak truth-table reducible
to any initial segment of any scattered computable linear order.
Countable Π01 subsets of 2
ω and Kolmogorov complexity play a
major role in the proof.
1. Introduction, notation, and preliminaries
While in classical mathematics isomorphic structures are often iden-
tified, in computable mathematics they can have very different algorith-
mic properties. One of the important questions in computable model
theory is how a specific substructure or a relation on a computable
structure may change if the structure is isomorphically transformed to
another computable structure. A structure A is computable if its do-
main is a computable set and its relations and functions are uniformly
computable; or equivalently, if the atomic diagram of A is computable.
Let R be an additional relation on the domain of a computable struc-
ture A; that is, R is not named in the language of A. The study of
such relations began with the work of Ash and Nerode [3], who found
a syntactic condition under which, for every isomorphism f from A
onto a computable structure B, the image f(R) is computably enu-
merable (c.e.). Such relations are called intrinsically c.e. on A. This
notion generalizes to intrinsically P on A for a computability theoretic
class P of relations. Barker [5] studied intrinsically Σ0α (where α is a
computable ordinal) relations and their syntactic characterizations.
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2Another approach to the study of relations on computable structures
is to look at the set of degrees of images of such a relation under iso-
morphisms from the original structure to its computable copies. More
precisely, Harizanov [16] defined the Turing degree spectrum of R on A,
in symbols DgSpA(R), to be the set of all Turing degrees of the images
of R under all isomorphisms from A to computable models. For a com-
putable structure B such that B ∼= A, the Turing degree spectrum of R
on A with respect to B, in symbols DgSpA,B(R), is the set of all Turing
degrees of the images f(R) ⊆ |B| (where |B| is the domain of B) under
all isomorphisms f fromA to B. The study of Turing degree spectra has
been continued in many papers by Ash, Cholak, Downey, Goncharov,
Harizanov, Hirschfeldt, Khoussainov, Knight, Shore, White, and others
(for example, see [1, 2, 11, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 28]).
Our computability-theoretic notions and notation are standard and
as in [35] and [37]. In particular, we use 〈 〉 to denote a computable
coding of a finite string of natural numbers. Our emphasis is on degree
structures based on “strong reducibilities” that imply Turing reducibil-
ity.
We say that X is weak truth-table reducible to Y (X ≤wtt Y ) if there
exist e and a computable function h such that X(x) = ϕ
(Y  h(x) )
e (x)
for all x ∈ ω. That is, X = ϕYe , with use of the oracle Y in this
computation bounded by the computable function h. When this occurs
we shall say that X ≤wtt Y via ϕe and h.
Similarly, X is truth-table reducible to Y (X ≤tt Y ) if there exist e
and a computable function h such that X = ϕYe and for each n, the
computation ϕσe (n) converges for every σ ∈ 2h(n). When this occurs
we shall say that X ≤tt Y via ϕe and h. (Strictly speaking, it is not
necessary to mention h here, but we do so to maintain parallelism with
the wtt-case.)
It is well known that
X ≤tt Y =⇒ X ≤wtt Y =⇒ X ≤T Y.
We write deg(X) for the Turing degree of X, degtt(X) for the truth-
table degree of X, and degwtt(X) for the weak truth-table degree of X.
The set of all Turing degrees is denoted by D, the set of all truth-table
degrees by Dtt, and the set of all weak truth-table degrees by Dwtt. We
define the truth-table (weak truth-table) degree spectrum of R on A, in
symbols DgSpttA(R) (DgSp
wtt
A (R)), to be the set of all truth-table (weak
truth-table) degrees of the images of R under all isomorphisms from A
to computable models.
Harizanov [16] described natural conditions under which the Turing
degree spectrum of a relation R on a structure A realizes all Turing
3degrees. Here we show that these conditions similarly ensure that all
tt-degrees appear in the truth-table degree spectrum DgSpttA(R) .
We also investigate the wtt-spectrum of relations on computable
linear orderings L of order type ω + ω∗. In particular, we consider
the set ωL, the ω-part of L, containing the elements in the universe
of L having only finitely many predecessors. We find that, although
DgSpL(ωL) is exactly the collection of ∆
0
2 degrees, it is not true that
DgSpwttL (ωL) = {a ∈ Dwtt : a ≤wtt 0′}. In fact, we construct a c.e.
set D that is not wtt-reducible to any initial segment of any com-
putable scattered linear ordering. To do this, we show that D is not
wtt-reducible to any set that belongs to any countable Π01 subset of 2
ω.
We further show that D may be chosen to be of low Turing degree, and
we discuss the degrees of such sets D.
Although this result is a negative one, we also obtain a partial posi-
tive result: For any ∆02 set A, there exists a computable linear ordering
L of type ω + ω∗ so that A ≤T ωL ≤tt A.
2. Uncountable Turing degree spectra
In [16], Harizanov studied uncountable degree spectra, and estab-
lished natural conditions that are sufficient for DgSpA(R) to contain
all Turing degrees. In [18], Harizanov proved that these conditions
are also necessary. Another proof was obtained independently by Ash,
Cholak, and Knight in [1].
Let A be a computable structure and let R be an extra relation on
A. We will assume, without loss of generality, that R is unary, since
it is well-known that the general case can easily be reduced to that of
unary relations. Let B be a computable structure such that A ∼= B.
We say that a partial function p from |A| to |B| is a finite partial
isomorphism from A to B if p is 1-1, dom(p) is finite, and for every
atomic formula ψ = ψ(x0, . . . , xn−1) and every a0, . . . , an−1 ∈ dom(p),
we have
A  ψ[a0, . . . , an−1]⇐⇒ B  ψ[b0, . . . , bn−1],
where b0 = p(a0), . . . , bn−1 = p(an−1). We denote the set of all finite
partial isomorphisms from A to B by Ifin(A,B). In [16], the following
equivalence relation ∼R on Ifin(A,B) is defined:
q ∼R r ⇐⇒ (∀b ∈ ran(q) ∩ ran(r)) [q−1(b) ∈ R⇔ r−1(b) ∈ R]
⇐⇒ (∀b ∈ ran(q) ∩ ran(r)) [b ∈ q(R)⇔ b ∈ r(R)].
Theorem 2.1 (Harizanov [16]). Let A be a computable structure and
R an additional computable relation on A.
(1) The following are equivalent:
4(a) DgSpA(R) is uncountable.
(b) For every computable model B isomorphic to A, the degree
spectrum DgSpA,B(R) is uncountable.
(c) For every computable model B isomorphic to A, the degree
spectrum DgSpA,B(R) has cardinality 2
ω.
(d) For every computable model B isomorphic to A, there is
a nonempty set S ⊆ Ifin(A,B) such that the following two
conditions are satisfied:
(i) (∀p ∈ S)(∀a ∈ A)(∀b ∈ B)(∃q ∈ S) [q ⊇ p ∧ a ∈
dom(q) ∧ b ∈ ran(q)], and
(ii) (∀p ∈ S)(∃q, r ∈ S) [q ⊇ p ∧ r ⊇ p ∧ ¬(q ∼R r)].
(2) Let a family S ⊆ Ifin(A,B) satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of part
(d). Then for every set C ⊆ ω such that C ≥T S, there is an
isomorphism f from A to B for which we have
C ≡T f(R)⊕ S ≡T f ⊕ S.
In particular, if S is computable (or even just c.e.), then we
have DgSpA,B(R) = D and, moreover, for every set C ⊆ ω,
there is an isomorphism f from A to B such that
C ≡T f(R) ≡T f .
For example, if Q = (Q,≤), where Q is the set of all rational num-
bers, and R = {q ∈ Q : q < √2}, then DgSpQ,Q(R) = D. In [16],
there are also examples of uncountable Turing degree spectra with
DgSpA,B(R) 6= D.
Theorem 2.2 (Ash-Cholak-Knight [1], Harizanov [18]). Let A be a
computable structure with an additional computable relation R.
(1) The following are equivalent:
(a) DgSpA(R) = D and, moreover, for every set C ⊆ ω, there
is an isomorphism f from A onto a computable B such that
C ≡T f(R) ≡T f .
(b) For every set C, there is an automorphism f of A such
that
C ≡T f(R) ≡T f .
(c) There is a nonempty computable (or even c.e.) family S ⊆
Ifin(A,A) such that the conditions (i) and (ii) from part
(d) of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied.
(2) Let B be a computable structure isomorphic to A. If there is a
Turing degree d that cannot be obtained in DgSpA,B(R) via an
isomorphism of degree d, then there is such a degree that is ∆03.
53. Countable and uncountable strong degree spectra
We aim to show that if the Turing degree spectrum of a computable
relation on a computable structure is as large as possible, then under
certain conditions the same is true of the truth-table degree spectrum,
and hence also of the wtt-degree spectrum. In particular, we show
that when the conditions in Theorem 2.2(1) hold, the images of R
under isomorphisms to computable copies of A realize all tt-degrees.
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a computable structure, and suppose that R
is a computable relation on A. Assume further that the conditions of
part (1) of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied. Then DgSpttA(R) = Dtt.
Proof. Assume that condition (c) of Theorem 2.2(1) holds, that is,
that there is a c.e. S ⊂ Ifin(A,A) satisfying the conditions of Theorem
2.1(1)(d). We will show that for everyX ∈ 2ω there is an automorphism
fX : A → A such that X ≡tt fX(R).
To do this, we will construct computable maps T : 2<ω → S and
N : 2<ω → ω, via the following recursive procedure.
Initialize by setting T (〈〉) = ∅. Then, given T (σ) = r, produce
N (σ), T (σˆ0), and T (σˆ1) as follows.
Search effectively for the least n ∈ ω and first r0, r1 ∈ S extending
r such that r−11 (n) ∈ R and r−10 (n) /∈ R. Such n, r0, r1 must exist by
property (1)(d)(ii) of Theorem 2.1. Let N (σ) = n.
Then, for i = 0, 1, effectively find the first qi ⊇ ri in S so that dom(qi)
contains the least element of A not in dom(r), and ran(qi) contains the
least element of A not in ran(r). Note that qi must exist by property
(1)(d)(i) of Theorem 2.1. Let T (σˆi) = qi.
Now, given X ∈ 2ω, let
fX =
⋃
l
T (X  l).
By construction, fX is an automorphism of A.
Lemma 3.2. For each X ∈ 2ω, we have fX(R) ≤tt X.
Proof. To decide whether m ∈ fX(R), find the least l such that m ∈
ran(T (σ)) for every σ ∈ 2l. Then
m ∈ fX(R) ⇐⇒ (T (X  l))−1(m) ∈ R.
From this observation we conclude that fX(R) ≤tt X via the algorithm
described above and h(m) = l. 
Lemma 3.3. For each X ∈ 2ω, we have X ≤tt fX(R).
Proof. Given X  l = σ, we have
X  (l + 1) = σˆ1 ⇐⇒ T (σˆ1) ⊂ fX ⇐⇒ N (σ) ∈ fX(R).
6Thus X (and indeed fX) may be reconstructed in a tt-way given knowl-
edge of fX(R). 
The previous two lemmas establish that fX(R) ≡tt X so that all
tt-degrees are attained in the tt-degree spectrum of R on A.
Additionally, the proof of Lemma 3.3 shows that fX ≤tt fX(R). We
may remark that fX(R) is tt-reducible to fX within the class of total
functions. That is, there is an e so that ϕfe is a total functional on
the class of total functions, and ϕfXe is the characteristic function of
fX(R). 
We now consider countable strong degree spectra. Let L0 denote
some standard computable linear ordering of order type ω + ω∗. For
example, let |L0| = {an}n∈ω and let ≺ denote the ordering relation of L
with
a0 ≺ a2 ≺ a4 ≺ · · · ≺ a5 ≺ a3 ≺ a1.
For any linear ordering L ∼= ω+ω∗, let ωL denote the ω-part of L. For
the linear ordering L0 defined above, ωL0 = {a0, a2, a4, . . .}.
Note that
DgSpL0(ωL0) = {a : a ≤ 0′}
(Proposition 3.1 of [18]). To see that DgSpL0(ωL0) ⊆ {a : a ≤ 0′}, letL be any computable linear ordering of order type ω + ω∗, and note
that ωL is the set of elements of L with finitely many predecessors and
hence is a Σ02 set. The complement of this set is also Σ
0
2 by a similar
argument, and so ωL ≤T ∅′. The reverse inclusion is shown in Theorem
5.2 of [24], which establishes that each nonzero Turing degree a ≤ 0′
contains an immune, coimmune semirecursive set A. It is shown in
Theorem 4.1(iii) of [24] (due to K. Appel and T. McLaughlin) that
the semirecursive sets are precisely the initial segments of computable
linear orderings. It is easily seen that if a computable linear ordering
L has an immune, coimmune initial segment A, then L has order type
ω + ω∗ and ωL = A. (For example, each element of A has only finitely
many predecessors, since otherwise the set of its predecessors would be
an infinite c.e. subset of A.) One might hope, in analogy to Theorem
3.1, that the wtt-spectrum of ωL contains all wtt-degrees below that of
the halting set, ∅′. This is not true, as we shall see, but the following
result goes halfway in that direction.
Theorem 3.4. For every ∆02 set A, there exists a computable linear or-
dering L of order type ω+ω∗ such that A ≤T ωL ≤tt A. Furthermore,
if A is c.e., we may require in addition that ωL be c.e.
7Proof. We first apply the construction used to prove Theorem 5.2 of
[24], which asserts that every nonzero degree below 0′ contains a semire-
cursive set that is immune and coimmune. We review this construction
here for the convenience of the reader. Define rA =
∑
n∈A 2
−n, and for
each x define rx =
∑
n∈Dx 2
−n, where Dx is the nonempty finite set
with canonical index x. Let X0 = {x : rx ≤ rA}. By the proof of
Theorem 3.6 of [24], A ≡tt X0.
We consider first the case where neither X0 nor its complement is
c.e., so A is strongly non-c.e. in the sense of [24]. Since A is ∆02, there
is a computable function f such that limn→∞ rf(n) = rA. Define
X = {n : f(n) ∈ X0} = {n : rf(n) ≤ rA}.
Then X ≤m X0 ≤tt A. Also, by Lemma 5.5 of [24], A ≤T X. (To apply
this lemma, we need the assumption that A is strongly non-c.e.) By the
same lemma, X is semirecursive and bi-immune. Thus, as explained
just before the statement of Theorem 3.4, there is a computable linear
ordering L of order type ω+ω∗ such that X = ωL. This concludes the
proof of the theorem in the case where A is strongly non-c.e.
Suppose now that X0 or its complement is c.e. Since each of these
sets is tt-equivalent to A (as mentioned just above), we may use either
of these sets in place of A, and thus we may assume without loss of
generality that A is c.e. Thus, the entire proof of the theorem will
be complete if we prove it for the c.e. case. Note that we may fur-
ther assume that A is not computable, since otherwise the theorem is
obviously true.
Assuming now that A is c.e. and noncomputable, we let B be the
Dekker deficiency set of A, that is B = {s|(∃a ∈ As)(∃t > s)(∃b <
a)[b ∈ At ∧ b 6∈ As]} (see [37], Theorem V.2.5). Recall that B is
hypersimple. Then the standard proof that B ≡T A in fact shows that
A ≤T B ≤tt A. Thus, it suffices to construct a computable linear
ordering L of order type ω + ω∗ such that B = ωL. It follows from
Theorem 3.2 of [24] that B is semirecursive, and thus, by Theorem
4.1(iii) of [24], that B is an initial segment of some computable linear
ordering L0. Note that the order type of the restriction of L0 to B
is ω∗, since B is immune. We produce L from L0 by ‘rearranging’
the elements of B so that they will have order type ω, while keeping
all elements of B below all elements of B and leaving the ordering
of elements of B unchanged.1 In more detail, suppose that we have
1There is a related result in Theorem 4 of [4], but without degree theoretic
considerations. There Barmpalias established that a noncomputable c.e. set is
hypersimple and semirecursive if and only if it is the ω-part of a computable linear
ordering of type ω + ω∗.
8defined L on all numbers < n. We now place n among those numbers
in the ordering L. Let
I(Bn) = {i < n : (∃k < n) [k ∈ Bn ∧ i ≤L k]},
where {Bs}s∈ω is a computable enumeration of B. If i ∈ I(Bn), decree
that i <L n. Suppose now that i < n and i /∈ I(Bn). Then let the
ordering of i and n in L be the same as their ordering in L0.
To see that this construction works, verify by induction on n that
if i, j < n for j ∈ B, and i <L j, then i ∈ B. If we assume this for
n, it follows that I(Bn) ⊆ B, since each element of I(Bn) is <L some
element of B. The construction now places n above all elements of L
that are in B, and in the same relative position to elements of B that
are less than n, thus ensuring that if n ∈ B then all elements of B
appear above it in the ordering. So this downward closure property
holds for n+ 1.
Transitivity is also easily verified by showing by induction on n that
L is transitive on {i : i < n}. Finally, if i ∈ B, then i ∈ Bn ⊆ I(Bn)
for all sufficiently large n, so, by construction, i has only finitely many
predecessors in L. 
4. Scattered orderings, ranked sets, and Kolmogorov
complexity
A linear ordering L is scattered if it fails to contain a copy of Q.
That is, there is no subset S ⊂ |L| so that (Q, <Q) ∼= (S,<L).
We showed in Theorem 3.4 that for every ∆02 set A, there exists a
computable linear ordering L of order type ω + ω∗ such that A ≤T
ωL ≤tt A. We will now use results from algorithmic information theory
to show that this result fails if Turing reducibility is replaced by wtt-
reducibility. In fact we prove a far stronger theorem: there is a c.e. set
D that is not wtt-reducible to any initial segment of any scattered linear
ordering. The results in this section and the next section were originally
proved without using algorithmic information theory. However, the use
of algorithmic information theory has greatly simplified the arguments.
The following notion is central to our proof.
Definition 4.1 ([7]). A real f ∈ 2ω is said to be ranked if f ∈ P for
some countable Π01 class P ⊆ 2ω.
There is an extensive literature on ranked sets. See, for example,
[7, 8, 10, 29]. It was shown by Kreisel [29] that every ranked set is hy-
perarithmetic, and it is known that every hyperarithmetic set is Turing
reducible to some ranked set. The ranked sets behave particularly well
under tt-reducibility, since every set tt-reducible to a ranked set is
9ranked (see [8], Lemma 1.2(b)). Since ∅′ is not ranked, by [8], Corol-
lary 6.2, it follows from these results of Cenzer and Smith that ∅′ is
not tt-reducible to any ranked set. We extend this result in Corollary
4.8 from tt-reducibility to wtt-reducibility. However, it will follow from
Theorem 5.13 that not every set that is wtt-reducible to a ranked set is
itself ranked. The following lemma is known, and is used in the proof
of Proposition 4.3 relating ranked sets to initial segments of scattered
linear orderings.
Lemma 4.2. Let L be a countable linear ordering. Then L is scattered
iff L has only countably many initial segments.
Proof. Assume first that L is not scattered, and let S ⊆ |L| be such
that (S,<L) ∼= (Q, <). Then S has uncountably many initial segments
since Q has. For each initial segment I of S, let D(I) be its downward
closure in L. ThenD(I) is an initial segment of L, andD is an injection,
so L has uncountably many initial segments.
For the converse, assume that L has uncountably many initial seg-
ments. Assume the universe of L is ω. We must show that L is not
scattered. Let I be the set of initial segments of L. Then I is an
uncountable closed set in the Cantor space 2ω, and so has a perfect
subset J . Let T ⊆ 2<ω be a perfect tree such that [T ] = J , where
[T ] is the set of paths through T . Define an extension-preserving map
U : 2<ω → T by recursion in the standard fashion: let U(〈 〉) = 〈 〉,
and for all σ, let U(σˆ〈0〉) and U(σˆ〈1〉) be the least incompatible
extensions of U(σ) in T . For each σ ∈ 2<ω, choose a number aσ on
which the strings U(σˆ〈0〉) and U(σˆ〈1〉) are defined and disagree. Let
S = {aσ : σ ∈ 2<ω}. Then S has the order type of Q under L. First, S
has no least or greatest element because aσ lies strictly between aσˆ〈0〉
and aσˆ〈1〉 in L. To show that S is dense, let µ and τ be distinct strings
in 2<ω. If µ and τ are incompatible, let σ be the longest string extended
by both µ and τ . The reader may easily verify that aσ is strictly L-
between aµ and aτ . If µ is a proper extension of τ , then either aµˆ〈0〉
or aµˆ〈1〉 is strictly L-between aµ and aτ . 
Proposition 4.3. Let L be a scattered computable linear ordering.
Then every initial segment of L is ranked.
Proof. Let P be the class of initial segments of L. It is easy to see that
P is a Π01 class. Since L is scattered, it has only countably many initial
segments. Thus P is countable, and every element of P is ranked. 
We denote the (plain) Kolmogorov complexity of a string σ by C(σ).
For a definition of Kolmogorov complexity and a thorough discussion
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of its properties, see [31]. We now introduce the key notion from algo-
rithmic information theory that we will employ.
Definition 4.4. An order is a computable nondecreasing unbounded
function. A set A is complex if there is an order g such that
∀n C(A  n) ≥ g(n).
Recall that a function f is diagonally non-computable (abbreviated
by DNC) if for each e ∈ ω, the value of ϕe(e) differs from f(e) when
the former is defined.
Theorem 4.5 (Kjos-Hanssen, Merkle, and Stephan [30]). A set A is
complex iff there is a DNC function f ≤wtt A.
The following corollary can also be proved directly.
Corollary 4.6. The complex sets are closed upwards under wtt-redu-
cibility.
Theorem 4.7. Let P be a Π01 class with a complex element A. Then
P has a perfect Π01 subclass Q with A ∈ Q.
Proof. Let g be an order such that ∀n C(A  n) ≥ g(n). Let
Q = {X ∈ P : ∀n C(X  n) ≥ g(n)}.
Then Q is a Π01 subclass of P , and is nonempty, since A ∈ Q. However,
every element of Q is complex, so Q cannot have any isolated elements,
since any such element would be computable, and hence not complex.
Thus Q is perfect. 
Call a setD superlow ifD′ ≤wtt ∅′. This definition is due to Mohrherr
[33] (see also Bickford and Mills [6] and Mohrherr [34]), and the concept
has been investigated by a number of authors.
Corollary 4.8.
(1) If ∅′ ≤wtt A, then A is not ranked, and, in fact, every Π01 class
P with A ∈ P has a perfect Π01 subclass Q with A ∈ Q.
(2) If ∅′ ≤wtt A, then A is not an initial segment of any computable
scattered linear ordering.
(3) There is a superlow set D such that (1) and (2) hold with ∅′
replaced by D. Thus, D cannot be wtt-reduced to any ranked
set or to any initial segment of any computable scattered linear
ordering.
Proof. To prove the first part, simply note that there is a DNC function
f ≤wtt ∅′. The second part follows at once from the first part and
Proposition 4.3. To prove the third part, recall that the {0, 1}-valued
11
DNC functions form a nonempty Π01 class in 2
ω. The proof of the Low
Basis Theorem (see [27]) shows that every such class has a superlow
element. 
We now prove a strengthened version of part (2) of Corollary 4.8.
Corollary 4.9. If ∅′ is wtt-reducible to an initial segment of a com-
putable linear ordering L, then |L| has a subset S ≤T ∅′ such that
(S,<L) ∼= (Q, <).
Proof. Let L be a computable linear ordering and suppose that ∅′ ≤wtt
A, where A is an initial segment of L. Let P be the Π01 class of all
initial segments of L. By Corollary 4.8, P has a perfect Π01 subclass Q.
Let T be the set of all strings in 2<ω that can be extended to elements
of Q. Then T is a perfect tree and clearly T ≤T ∅′. So the proof of
Lemma 4.2 yields S ≤T ∅′ such that S ⊆ |L| and (S,<L) ∼= (Q, <). 
The following result is a modified converse to Corollary 4.9.
Proposition 4.10. Suppose that a computable linear ordering L has
a computable subset S such that (S,<L) ∼= (Q, <). Then for every set
D ⊆ ω there is an initial segment I of L such that I ≡tt D.
Proof. We can assume that the universe of L is ω. For numbers l <L r,
let (l, r) denote the set of all z such that l <L z <L r. When we say
that a triple x, y, z of natural numbers is the least one with a certain
property, we mean that it is the triple for which 〈x, y, z〉 is least among
those with the given property.
We build I by stages. At each stage n, we will choose elements
ln, xn, rn of S with ln <L xn <L rn in such a way that n /∈ (ln, rn). At
the beginning of stage n + 1, the value of I(z) will have been decided
iff z /∈ (ln, rn). We will then decide the value of I(xn) depending on
whether n ∈ D.
Stage 0. Let l0, x0, r0 with l0 <L x0 <L r0 be the least triple of
elements of S such that 0 /∈ (l0, r0). Declare that every z ≤L l0 is in I,
and that every z ≥L r0 is not in I.
Stage n+ 1. Given ln <L xn <L rn, we have the following cases.
(1) Suppose n ∈ D. Let ln+1, xn+1, rn+1 with ln+1 <L xn+1 <L rn+1
be the least triple of elements of S ∩ (ln, rn) such that n + 1 /∈
(ln+1, rn+1) and xn <L ln+1.
(2) Suppose n /∈ D. Let ln+1, xn+1, rn+1 with ln+1 <L xn+1 <L rn+1
be the least triple of elements of S ∩ (ln, rn) such that n + 1 /∈
(ln+1, rn+1) and rn+1 <L xn.
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In either case, declare that every z ≤L ln+1 is in I, and that every
z ≥L rn+1 is not in I. Note that this action ensures that I(n + 1) is
decided at this stage, and that xn ∈ I iff n ∈ D.
This completes the construction.
Since the value of I(n + 1) is decided at stage n + 1, we have a
functional Ψ such that I = ΨD. Furthermore, Ψ is total, so I ≤tt D.
In the other direction, consider the functional Ψ defined as follows
on oracle Y . First, let ΨY (0) = Y (x0). Given Ψ
Y (0), . . . ,ΨY (k), run
the above construction up to stage k + 1, with ΨY in place of D.
(That is, replace the question of whether n ∈ D by the question of
whether ΨY (n) = 1.) This process yields a value for xk+1. Now let
ΨY (k + 1) = Y (k + 1). It is easy to check that ΨI = D. Since Ψ is
total, D ≤tt I. 
It is natural to ask whether there is a low (or superlow) c.e. set C
such that C cannot be wtt-reduced to any ranked set. The methods of
this section do not suffice to answer this question because they depend
on making C complex. If C is complex and c.e., then, by Theorem 4.5,
there is a DNC function f ≤wtt C, and it follows from the proof of the
Arslanov Completeness Theorem (see [37], Theorem 5.1 on p. 88) that
C is wtt-complete. We answer the above question (for lowness) in the
next section by using a refinement of the method of this section.
5. Degrees of c.e. sets not wtt-reducible to ranked sets
In this section we show that there is a low c.e. set D that is not
wtt-reducible to any initial segment of any scattered computable linear
ordering. As we have seen, the initial segments of a computable linear
ordering form a Π01 class, so we can prove this result using computable
trees. We will use the concepts given in the next definition.
Definition 5.1. We shall say that a (possibly finite) sequence A =
〈σ0, σ1, . . .〉 ⊂ 2<ω is a transversal of a given tree T ⊂ 2<ω if every
f ∈ [T ] extends some σi.
Given p ∈ ω, a transversal A of T is an (i, p)-converging transversal
of T if |σk| ≥ ϕi(〈p, k〉) for every σk ∈ A.
The next theorem is the key fact about (i, p)-converging transversals
that we will need. In its proof, we will use the following known sufficient
condition for a set X be be complex (as usual, we use C to denote
Kolmogorov complexity): If there is a computable function f such
that
∀k C(X  f(k)) ≥ k,
then X is complex (see [30] for a proof of this fact).
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Theorem 5.2. Let T be a computable tree such that [T ] has no perfect
Π01 subclass, and let ϕi be total. Then for every p, the tree T has a
finite (i, p)-converging transversal.
Proof. Fix p. Define the (noneffective) sequence σ0, σ1, . . . as follows.
Split ω into blocks I0 < I1 < · · · with |Ik| = 2k. Let f(k) =
maxn∈Ik ϕi(〈p, n〉). For each k and each n ∈ Ik in numerical order,
choose σn to be the string of length f(k) with least Kolmogorov com-
plexity among the strings not yet chosen, breaking ties by taking the
leftmost string. Note that, by the definition of f , for every n we have
|σn| ≥ ϕi(〈p, n〉).
Since there are at most 2k − 1 strings of Kolmogorov complexity
< k, every such string of length f(k) is σn for some n ∈ Ik. Thus, if
C(X  f(k)) < k, then X extends some σn. So if X does not extend
any σn then it is complex, and hence not in [T ], by Theorem 4.7. Thus
σ0, σ1, . . . is a transversal of T , which must, therefore, by compactness,
have a finite initial subsequence σ0, . . . , σm that is also a transversal.
This sequence is an (i, p)-converging transversal. 
Before proving the main result of this section, we reprove part (1)
of Corollary 4.8 using transversals. More precisely, we show that there
exists a c.e. set D that is not wtt-reducible to any ranked real. Later
we will discuss how to make D low.
Theorem 5.3. There exists a c.e. set D that is not wtt-reducible to
any ranked real. That is, the wtt-cone above D is disjoint from every
countable Π01 class. In fact, every Π
0
1 class that contains an element
≥wtt D has a perfect Π01 subclass.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.3
and Proposition 4.3.
Corollary 5.4. There exists a c.e. set D that is not wtt-reducible to
any initial segment of any computable scattered linear ordering.
For the following discussion, let {Tj}j∈ω be a fixed effective enumer-
ation of all c.e. subtrees of 2<ω.
Proof of Theorem 5.3. The desired set D will be the union of uniformly
c.e. sets Deij ⊂ {〈e, i, j, k〉}k∈ω constructed below. To assist in con-
structing Deij, we will attempt to find a finite transversal Aeij of Tj.
Given the sth approximation Dseij to Deij, we produce D
s+1
eij as follows.
Construction of D.
Step 1. Define the transversals.
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If Aeij has not been defined by stage s, determine whether there
exists some A = 〈σ0, σ1, . . . , σM〉 ∈ (2≤s)<ω with M ≤ s known to be
an (i, 〈e, i, j〉)-converging transversal of Tj. That is,
(1) for every σk ∈ A, the computation ϕσki,s(〈e, i, j, k〉) converges to
a value ≤ |σk|; and
(2) there exists L ≤ s such that T sj converges on every ρ ∈ 2L, and
every ρ ∈ (2L ∩ Tj) extends some σk ∈ A.
If there is such an A, let Aeij be the least such. Otherwise, Aeij remains
undefined, so Ds+1eij = D
s
eij = ∅.
Step 2. Enumerate elements into Deij.
Given that Aeij = 〈σ0, σ1, . . .〉 has been defined by stage s, enumerate
〈e, i, j, k〉 into Deij if and only if ϕσke,s(〈e, i, j, k〉) = 0.
This ends the construction. From Theorem 5.2 we may readily derive
the conclusion of Theorem 5.3 as follows: Fix j such that Tj is total
and does not have a perfect Π01 subclass, and let β be an infinite path
of T . Assume that D ≤wtt β via ϕe with use bounded by ϕi. Note that
ϕi is total. Applying Theorem 5.2 with p = 〈e, i, j〉, it follows that Aeij
will eventually be defined. As Aeij is a transversal of Tj, some σk ∈ Aeij
must lie on β. Let n = 〈e, i, j, k〉. Observe that
ϕβe (n) = ϕ
β ϕi(n)
e (n) = ϕ
σk
e (n).
Therefore,
ϕβe ( 〈e, i, j, k〉 ) = 1 ⇐⇒ ϕσke ( 〈e, i, j, k〉 ) = 1,
but, by construction,
〈e, i, j, k〉 ∈ D ⇐⇒ 〈e, i, j, k〉 ∈ Deij ⇐⇒ ϕσke ( 〈e, i, j, k〉 ) = 0.
We conclude that D wtt β via ϕe and ϕi. 
Next, we will show that the set D of Theorem 5.3 can be chosen to be
low. One might attempt to do this by adding permitting to the proof
of Theorem 5.3 to show that D can be chosen to be Turing reducible
to any given non-computable c.e. set. However, problems arise because
multiple permissions are required to meet a given requirement. In
fact, the following proposition shows that it is impossible to strengthen
Theorem 5.3 in this fashion.
Proposition 5.5. There is a non-computable c.e. set A such that every
set D ≤T A is wtt-reducible to a ranked set, and, in fact, to the ω-part
of a computable linear ordering of order type ω + ω∗.
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Proof. Let A be a non-computable c.e. set of strongly contiguous degree,
i.e., the Turing degree of A consists of a single wtt-degree. Such a set
exists by [9], (2.1)′. Every c.e. Turing degree contains a c.e. set that
is the ω-part of a computable linear ordering of order type ω + ω∗
(Example 2.4 in [17], or by Theorem 3.4 in this article). Thus we may
assume, without loss of generality, that A has this property. Since the
Turing degree of A is strongly contiguous, it follows easily that every
set Turing reducible to A is wtt-reducible to A, and hence to a set that
is the ω-part of a computable linear ordering of order type ω+ω∗. 
Although the proof of Theorem 5.3 does not mix with ordinary per-
mitting, it would be routine to add steps to ensure that D meets the
usual lowness requirements. Instead of writing out the details of this
argument, we define a class A of degrees that includes some low c.e.
degrees such that all (c.e.) elements of A compute a (c.e.) set D that
satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 5.3. A natural candidate for A is
the set of array non-computable degrees (see [13, 14]), since these are
often well-suited to arguments that require multiple permitting. How-
ever, it seems unlikely that they provide sufficient permissions to carry
out the proof of Theorem 5.3. Instead, we consider a uniform version
of array non-computability, and degrees with this property will indeed
provide sufficient permissions.
In working with the definition below, it will be useful to notice the
well-known fact that when f : ω → ω is a (total) function, f ≤wtt ∅′ iff
f is ω-c.e., that is, there are computable functions h(·, ·) and p(·) such
that f(n) = lims h(n, s) for all n, and
|{s : h(n, s) 6= h(n, s+ 1)}| ≤ p(n).
Additionally, there exists a uniformly ∆02 enumeration {fe}e∈ω of all
functions that are wtt-reducible to ∅′.
Definition 5.6. (i) A degree d is array non-computable (or ANC ) if
for each f ≤wtt ∅′ there is a d-computable function g such that f does
not dominate g. (That is, g(n) > f(n) for infinitely many n.)
If a degree is not ANC, then it is called array computable.
(ii) A degree d is uniformly ANC if there is a fixed d-computable
function g that is not dominated by any f ≤wtt ∅′.
Schaeffer [36], Proposition 6.3, showed that every superlow degree is
array computable. It follows from this fact and Corollary 4.8 that there
is a setD of array computable degree d such thatD is not wtt-reducible
to any ranked set.
Downey, Greenberg, andWeber [12] introduced a closely related class
of c.e. degrees, called the totally ω-c.e. degrees, which are naturally
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definable in the c.e. degrees. This class is meant to capture a certain
notion of “multiple permitting” involved in constructions such as that
of a critical triple of c.e. degrees. (See [12] for further discussion of
such constructions.) A degree d is totally ω-c.e. if every d-computable
function is wtt-computable in ∅′. Downey (personal communication)
pointed out that, for c.e. degrees, the notions of being totally ω-c.e. and
being not uniformly ANC coincide. The following proof was provided
to us by Downey and Greenberg (personal communication).
Theorem 5.7. Let d be a c.e. degree. Then d is totally ω-c.e. iff d is
not uniformly ANC.
Proof. Let d be totally ω-c.e. Then every d-computable function f is
wtt-computable in ∅′, and hence dominated by a function that is wtt-
computable in ∅′. So d is not uniformly ANC. (This direction does not
require d to be c.e.)
Now let d be c.e. and not uniformly ANC. Let g be d-computable.
Let D ∈ d be c.e. and let Φ be a Turing functional such that ΦD = g.
Let h(n) be the least stage s such that ΦD(n)[s] ↓ with a D-correct
computation. Since h is d-computable, it is dominated by some f ≤wtt
∅′. For each n, we have g(n) = ΦD(n)[f(n)], from which it follows that
g ≤wtt f ≤wtt ∅′. 
Of course, every uniformly ANC degree is ANC. On the other hand,
it was shown in [12] that the array computable c.e. degrees are properly
contained in the totally ω-c.e. degrees. Thus, by Lemma 5.7, there are
c.e. ANC degrees that are not uniformly ANC. Still, many results about
uniformly ANC degrees are similar to those about ANC degrees.
Recall that a degree d is in GL2 if d
′′ > (d ∪ 0′)′. It is remarked in
Proposition 1.2 of [14] that every degree in GL2 is ANC, and this result
extends easily to the analogous result for uniformly ANC degrees.
Proposition 5.8. Let d ∈ GL2. Then d is uniformly ANC. In partic-
ular, every degree d ≤ 0′ that is not low2 is uniformly ANC.
Proof. Recall that, since d ∈ GL2, there is no 0′-computable function
that dominates every d-computable function. Let {fe}e∈ω be a ∆02
enumeration of all functions that are wtt-reducible to ∅′, and let F (n) =
maxe≤n fe(n). As F is 0′-computable, there exists some d-computable
function g such that g(n) > F (n) for infinitely many n. Fixing a
function fe that is wtt-reducible to ∅′, observe that F (n) ≥ fe(n) for
all n ≥ e, and hence g(n) > fe(n) for infinitely many n. 
Proposition 5.9. There exists a low c.e. uniformly ANC degree.
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Proof. Let F be as in the proof of the previous proposition. Use the
finite injury method to construct a c.e. set A that meets the usual
lowness requirements and also satisfies an > F (n) for infinitely many
n, where a0, a1, . . . lists A in increasing order. We omit the routine
details. 
Theorem 5.10.
(1) For every uniformly ANC degree d, there exists a d-computable
set D such that D is not wtt-reducible to any ranked set, and,
in fact, every Π01 class that contains an element ≥wtt D has a
perfect Π01 subclass.
(2) Furthermore, when d in (1) is a c.e. degree, we can take the set
D to be c.e.
Proof. Our construction proceeds in much the same way as in the proof
of Theorem 5.3. However, rather than using just one transversal Aeij
to define the set Deij, we will seek to produce infinitely many such
transversals Areij, where A
r
eij is the first finite (i, 〈e, i, j, r〉)-converging
transversal found within Tj, if it exists, and A
r
eij is undefined if no such
transversal exists. In addition, to make deg(D) ≤ d, an element will
enter D only when it is allowed to do so by a “permitting function”
Deadline(r), where Deadline is a d-computable function that is not
dominated by any function f ≤wtt ∅′.
To prove (1), define D =
⋃
sDs, where the sets Ds are defined as
follows.
Given that 〈e, i, j, r, k〉 /∈ Ds, then 〈e, i, j, r, k〉 ∈ Ds+1 iff
(1) s ≤ Deadline(r),
(2) Areij has been defined by stage s, and
(3) ϕσke (〈e, i, j, r, k〉) = 0, where σk denotes the kth element of Areij.
Clearly D ≤T Deadline, and hence D is d-computable.
Lemma 5.11. Assume that Areij exists for every r. Then there exists
some r such that 〈e, i, j, r, k〉 ∈ D iff ϕσke,s(〈e, i, j, r, k〉) = 0, for all
k < |Areij|.
Proof. Assume otherwise. For all r and all k < |Areij|, let
srk =

0 if ϕσke,s(〈e, i, j, r, k〉)↑ ;(
least s such that
ϕσke,s(〈e, i, j, r, k〉)↓
)
otherwise.
Let f(r) = supk srk. Note that f ≤wtt ∅′. That is, letting {fs}s∈ω
be the obvious sequence of computable approximations of f , we have
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that fs(r) 6= fs−1(r) for no more than |Areij| many values of s. There-
fore, Deadline(r) > f(r) for some r, implying by construction that
〈e, i, j, r, k〉 ∈ D iff ϕσke (〈e, i, j, r, k〉) = 0. 
To complete the proof of part (1) of Theorem 5.10, fix e, i, j ∈ ω
such that ϕi is total and increasing and Tj has no perfect Π
0
1 subclass.
Then, by Theorem 5.2, we know Areij exists for every r. Therefore, the
conclusion of Lemma 5.11 holds, and thus the same argument as in the
previous cases shows that for every branch β of Tj, the set D is not
wtt-reducible to β via ϕe and ϕi.
To prove (2), observe that when d is a c.e. degree, we may assume
that the function Deadline is the limit of uniformly computable approx-
imations Deadlines, where Deadlines(r) ≤ Deadlines+1(r) for all r, s.
To see this, fix a c.e. set X ∈ d and e0 such that the function g = ϕXe0
is not dominated by any f ≤wtt ∅′. Let Deadlines(r) = maxt≤s ϕXte0,t(r).
Then, clearly, g(r) ≤ Deadline(r) = limsDeadlines(r), and hence
Deadline is not dominated by any f ≤wtt ∅′. Furthermore, the fact
that X is c.e. implies that Deadline ≤T ϕXe0 ≤T X.
Then, given that 〈e, i, j, r, k〉 /∈ Ds, we have that 〈e, i, j, r, k〉 ∈ Ds+1
iff
(1) s ≤ Deadlines(r),
(2) Areij has been defined by stage s, and
(3) ϕσke,s(〈e, i, j, r, k〉) = 0, where σk denotes the kth element of Areij.
That is, the previous (d-computable) first condition “s ≤ Deadline(r)”
has been replaced by the computable condition “s ≤ Deadlines(r)”.
Then D is clearly c.e. since each of the conditions (1)–(3) is com-
putable. Furthermore, it can easily be seen that the same argument
used to prove Lemma 5.11 still works. 
The following corollary follows at once from Proposition 5.9 and
Theorem 5.10.
Corollary 5.12. The set D of Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.4 can be
taken to have low Turing degree. That is, there exists a low c.e. set
D such that the wtt-cone above D is disjoint from every countable Π01
class; in fact, every Π01 class that contains an element ≥wtt D has a
perfect Π01 subclass. Furthermore, D is not wtt-reducible to any initial
segment of any computable scattered linear ordering.
Downey and Greenberg (personal communication) have recently an-
nounced independent proofs that every c.e., totally ω-c.e. set is wtt-
reducible to a c.e. set that is the ω-part of a computable linear ordering
of type ω + ω∗. Thus, for c.e. sets, part 2 of Theorem 5.10 cannot be
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extended beyond the uniformly ANC degrees. In other words, a c.e.
degree d contains a c.e. set that is not wtt-reducible to any ranked set
if and only if d is uniformly ANC. In particular, every superlow c.e.
set is wtt-reducible to a ranked set (indeed, to the ω-part of a linear
ordering of type ω+ω∗), and hence Corollary 5.12 cannot be extended
from lowness to superlowness.
The following result is implicit in the work of Cenzer and Smith [8].
It can also be proved by combining the method of Theorem 5.3 with
permitting.
Theorem 5.13. For every non-computable c.e. set C there exists a
c.e. set D ≤wtt C such that the tt-cone above D is disjoint from every
countable Π01 class.
Proof. It is shown in [8], Theorem 6.1 that for every non-computable
c.e. set C, there is a c.e. set D ≡T C such that D is unranked. It
follows from the proof of this result that D ≡wtt C. Furthermore, by
[8], Lemma 1.2(b), every set A with D ≤tt A is unranked because D is
unranked. 
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